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Quad
once
home to

JAG
School
by .John Fedynsky

Almost fifty years later, there remain but
two obvious vestiges of what went on in
the Law Quad during World War II: a
plaque in Hutchins Hall and the flagpole
in the center ofthe Quad. These two items
are the physical manifestation of a grateful band of military lawyers who, for a
while, called the Quad home. These men
helped make up the U.S. Army Judge
Advocate General's Corps.
Arrival
For the "munificent consideration of $1
per year," the JAG School officially moved
into the Quad in September 1942. It arrived with minimal personnel and six electric fans, ready to welcome its 5'h Officer
Class. The first four classes studied at the
first ever JAG School at the National University Law School in Washington, DC but
were forced to move due to limited facilities and overcrowding in the nation's capital during wartime. By the time the JAG
School left Ann Arbor on February 1, 1946,
over two-thirds of the Corps trained there.
In 1951, the School moved to permanent
facilities in Charlottesville, Virginia, where
it presently operates.
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Development, growing pains
The School developed in three stages.
The first was the offering of refresher
courses for reserve officers of the Corps.
Next, the School trained newly commissioned officers from enlisted ranks and
civilian life. Finally, the School turned its
attention to officer candidates. A faculty
of about 30 served about 300 students at a
time. The students were divided into one
company of officers and three companies
of officer candidates. The Lawyers' Club
accommodated most of the students, but
additional room had to be made in the
Michigan Union. In time, the course grew
from only a few weeks to as many as 17
weeks of training. The School, being in a
"war industrial area," had problems at
first, particularly with staffing. For example, the School operated its mess
"through civilian employees, Japanese
from relocation centers, and finall y with
Italian prisoners of war."

Letter to the Editor.. .... 6

'trade Curves ............ 10
Requirements
In 1942, the requirements to come to the
JAG School were high, which might explain the relatively low attrition rate of 510% as compared to other kinds of military training. Candidates had to be at least
28 years old with legal education and at
least four years experience practicing law.
Candidates included state supreme court
justices, attorneys-general, deans and professors of law schools, and congressmen.
The Commandant of the School, Colonel Edward Hamilton "Ham" Young, explained the philosophy of the school in a
letter of greeting to incoming candidates:
You are men ofan honored civil profession who have been chosen for
training in a branch of the service
whose insignia - the pen and the
sword- designate its personnel, soldier-lawyers .. . In [the soldier-lawyer] are combined, at times, the Junecontinued on page 4

STUDENT BATTALIONS GATHER IN THE QUAD. IN THE RIGHT FOREGROUND IS A COMPANY OF OFFICER
STUDENTS. BEHIND THEM ARE THREE COMPANIES OF OFFICER CANDIDATES. To THEm LEFT IS "OLD
HATEFUL" - A fRENCH 75MM CANNON FROM WORLD WAR I THAT WAS AT THE CENTER OF STUDENT
LIFE AND MORALE.
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On January 27'h, the Res Gestae ran an article submitted by one of our columnists
that was substantially similar to an article written by Mickey Kauss and posted at
Slate.com. The editorial staff of the Res Gestae was not aware at the time of publication of the similarity of the two articles. The Res Gestae does not in any way condone
plagarism, and we are deep! y regretful that this incident has occurred. We have asked
this columnist to resign from the contributing staff of the Res Gestae. Anyone with
comments or questions should contact us at rg@umich.edu.
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Res Gestae is published biweekly during the
school year by students of the University of
Michigan Law School. Opinions expressed in
by lined articles are those of the authors and do
not necessarily represent the opinions of the
editorial staff. Articles may be reprinted without permission, provided that the author and Res
Gestae are credited and notified.

Res Gestae welcomes submissions. Please place
all articles , columns, or opinion pieces in the

Res Gestae pendaflex located on the third floor
of Hutchins Hall across from the faculty
mailroom. Submissions may be made on 3.5"
disk or via email (preferably as a MS Word attachment). Res Gestae reserves the right to edit
all submissions in the interest of space.
Mailing address:

Res Gestae
University of Michigan Law School
625 South State St.
Ann Arbor, MI 48109
Phone: (734) 615-1288
Web Site Address:
http://www.law.umich.edu/
JournalsandOrgs/rg/
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116 Legal Research
(near the Law School Student Senate office)

We welcome thoghts and
comments.
Write to us:

rg@umich.edu

The Ten
Raise Jest
Commandments
In the aftermath of recent events, law
school officials have requested that the
editorial board of the Res Gestae formulate ethical rules for members of our staff.
Ever eager to please, we immediate! y contacted an ethical think tank comprised of
such august personages as befits an institution such as the University of Michigan
Law School. After due consideration, the
think tank informed us that, in their considered opinion, law students at this
school shouldn't damn well need their
services, and recommended that we take
a long walk off a short pier.
We therefore had to contact our fallback
ethicist, Pee Wee Herman. Mr. Herman,
after due consideration, recommended
that we "make like a tree and leave. Hah
HA!"
In desperation, we went to Rick's
American Cafe to interview drunk freshmen with fake ID' s. After we bought them
a few rounds, the students came to accept
us, and were persuaded to part with their
wisdom and expertise. As near as we can
make out from our scribbled notes in lipstick on beer soaked napkins, this is what
they told us.

Shoplifting. Bad. Grand Larceny.
Bad. Assault with a deadly weapon.
Bad. Unless the bastard cut you off
in traffic. Then assault with a deadly
weapon. Good.
2. Don't run with scissors. You could
poke an eye out.
3. Leave the mattress tag alone.
4. Don't ogle female members of the
staff without permission. You will
risk offending them. Don't ask male
staff for permission before ogling.
They need the attention.
5. Don't date any of the staff. They
don't need THAT much attention.
6. Always look both ways before crossing the street. Unless you are on campus.
7. When driving on campus, wear your
seatbelt. It will help prevent whiplash from all the damn students wandering out in front of your car.
8. Never put beans in your ears.
9. Wash your hands before you eat.
You never know where they've been.
10. Always ask permission before presenting someone else's material as
your own.
1.
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Mardi
Gras
by John Fedynsky
So I went to Mardi Gras this year - the
real one in New Orleans, not LSSS's winter formal. Now, I'm looking back on the
experience and trying to justify it. Many
people buy hedonism on its own terms,
but I prefer simpler pleasures serving a
higher end. Therein lies the justification.
Although I partied a lot, I learned a lot
too. The debauchery served the higher
intellectual end of education.
As a sophomore in college I sat in a
macroeconomics course and listened to
my professor explain the concept of
money. We talked about fungibility, divisibility and
other of its important features.
In the end, he
boiled the idea of
money down to
one simple statement: money is
what
money
does. In other
words,
what
passes for money
and serves the
function
of
money in the
minds and everyday lives of people is money.
Never before Mardi Gras did I see this
concept in play. Under the right circumstances, an otherwise worthless strand of
plastic beads is worth its weight in gold.
When it came to beads, people behaved

as though they were dealing with genuine articles of value. From the dog-eatdog sight of people competing for beads
thrown from floats to the remarkable sorts
of transactions people made in exchange
for beads, I was simultaneously appalled
and taken in by the display. Only in the Big
Easy, I told myself.
This leads to a conclusion at a higher level
of abstraction. Perception is power. Like
chips in a casino
(which I visited as well,
although I behaved
myself and did not
gamble), the value of the beads is perceived, and the more one has, the more
power one wields. My host happened to
have some family on a float (I am told a

spot on a float is an investment of thousands of dollars) and we had the good fortune of their float stopping directly in front
of us for a few minutes. Pandemonium
ensued. They knew where to expect us
and chucked bags and bags of beads and
other trinkets at us until we could hold
no more. Suddenly, we were everyone's
friends because they could flock near us
and pick up whatever we couldn't appropriate ourselves.
We took the beads to a friend's store in
the French Quarter and stationed ourselves on the balcony. As I climbed the
back stairs, I felt as though I was entering
a privileged caste where few belong. Ifelt
an eerie sense of power as I stood on the
balcony dangling beads over strangers'
heads, strangers I could instantly gratify

or disappoint. God forbid my aim was
off because then a saucy intruder would
intercept my wayward pass and deprive
the rightful owner of hard-earned bounty.
On at least one occasion, confrontation
nearly erupted into fisticuffs. I witnessed some
weird human dynamics that
would make good topics for
doctoral dissertations, if
they have not already.
Pure luck led me to another place of perceived
power. Parked on a side
street was a luxurious chartered bus wi th a famous
magazine advertised on a
banner affixed to the side.
The more enterprising members of my
group inquired as to the purpose of the
bus's visit and we quickly befriended the
crew on board. They were helping produce some rock star's promotional video,
but the boss happened to be out in the
French Quarter with the producer. Next
thing I knew, we were on the leather
couches in the bus, enjoying free drinks.
Better still, new passers-by approached us
and thought we were the high rollers. If
the beads and balcony made us larger than
life, then the cachet of the bus made us
gods among men. Everyone suddenly
wanted to ingratiate themselves to us. I
experienced a moment of the fifteen minutes of fame we are all promised.
Law student that I am, I tried to be
keenly aware of the law operating in what
might at first blush seem like utter lawlessness. At the end of every parade came
another parade, a brigade of street-sweepers that quickly cleaned the immense mess
left in the wake of the floats. Groups of
police officers responded in short order if
any of a short list of simple rules were broken, responding to things like fighting,
property destruction, and public urination. For the most part, though, the cops
were present but not ever-present. Like
referees in any sport, the less one notices
them, the better job they have done.
I could not help but notice just how educational the experience was. People will
forever be acquisitive, lustful, social beings. And the law will forever find a way
to deal with it, lest we perish. Not the way,
butaway.
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tions of counsellor, advocate, and
judge. In him must be found, at all
times, the qualities of an officer and
a gentleman.
According to another author, "The
Army lawyer has shown that the profession of law and the profession of arms are
complementary, not mutually exclusive.
His is the deep personal satisfaction of
dual achievement and dedicated public
service."

Curriculum
The curriculum emphasized the duality of the pen and the sword: lawyering
and soldiering. The School had five areas
of courses: Military Justice, Military Affairs, Civil Affairs, Military Science and
Tactics, and Contract Termination. Military Justice covered courts-martial and
other methods of enforcing discipline and
administering criminal law in the military.
Military Affairs dealt with a broad range
of legal matters specific to the armed
forces but distinct from courts-martial.
Candidates received instruction about legal relationships between the military and
the general public in Civil Affairs. Military Science and Tactics taught the candidates how to be soldiers. Tasks included
the firing, assembly, and cleaning of guns,
voice training, marching, map reading,
and other military skills. Contract Termination was a specialized course for officers who would enter the field and represent the government in termination of
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contracts between the government and
private industry.
Students could be removed for academic, disciplinary and physical reasons
and were expected always to be on their
best behavior.

Extra-curricular
That is not to say that there was no room
for morale-boosting and schoolboy antics.
As Col. Young put it, "All work and no
play; so the saying goes, makes "JAG" a
dull boy. Although competition is keen
and the students approach their duty with
serious mien, amusing incidents intrude
to lighten the daily round." At the center
of much student life was an old French
75mm cannon from World War I that the
students affectionately called "Old Hateful." Numerous mishaps in firing the cannon made the cannon a demerit "booby
trap" and a provider of colorful nick-

THE ANN

ARBOR

Big picture
The above sketches are part of a larger
whole that is the U.S. JAG Corps. It traces
its roots to its creation in 1775 shortly after the founding of Washington's Continental Army and the Navy, and luminaries such as John Marshall have served its
cause. With the advent of the Air Force
and Coast Guard came new JAG Corps
for those branches of armed service.
Years ago, one author concluded what
remains true today. "The history of the
Judge Advocate General's Corps cannot
have an end; so long as there is an Army
and the rule of law in the United States,
there will be some element responsible for
the deli very of legal services to that
Army."
The University of Michigan Law School
can rest assured that it will forever play a
prominent part in that ongoing history.

JAG SCHOOL CREST

Sources:

HAMILTON "HAM" YoUNG,
CoMMANDANT oF TilE

JAG ScHooL IN ANN
II.

ARBOR DURING WoRLD WAR

names. For a premature firing, one cadet
was forever dubbed "Early Boom
O'Brien." "No Boom Aranow" failed to
ever even let the cannon loose.
One student mistakenly played a recording of reveille on the "robot bugler"
instead of taps while a second did the converse. A third committed the "unpardonable sin" of sounding the music an hour
early.
Another story recounts the difficulty
two students had sleeping with an extra
empty bed in their room. When they complained after a few weeks, a dumbfounded faculty member asked how an
extra bed possibly disrupted their sleep.
Turns out, diligent sentries woke them
every night to inquire where their missing roommate was.

The Army Lawyer: A History of the Judge
Advocate General's Corps, 1775-1975, The
Judge Ad vocate General's School,
Charlottesville, VA, 1975.

U.S. Judge Advocate General's School,
1951-1961, The Judge Advocate General's
School, Charlottesville, VA, 1961.
Young, Edward H., "The Judge Advocate General's School," The Judge Advocate
Journal, Vol. I, No. I, 15 June, 1944.
In the interest of full disclosure, this
author notes that his brother will work for
the U.S. Army JAG Corps this summer
and that his father is a retired U.S. Army
JAG officer.
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THE INSIDER
by Yingtao Ho

fense brings the ball over half court, it
should look to attack the basket while the
A month from now, when the birds defense is still disoriented. Duke players
are chirping, the grasses are growing, and are so quick and fundamentally sound
the inhabitants of Bracketville are jump- that a team trying to punish the press is
ing for joy, Duke will be the prohibitive more likely to hurt itself by turning the
favorite to repeat as college basketball's ball over. Once past half court, it is better
champion. The Blue Devils have not been if the Duke opponent brings the ball out,
such favorites since 1998, when future and plays a half court oriented game.
professionals such as Trajan Langdon,
Second, it makes a huge difference for
Elton Brand and Corey Maggette were Duke whether Carlos Boozer is in or out
electrifying the Cameron Crazies. Last of foul trouble. Because Casey Sanders
year, even though Duke was overall the has not developed to become a quality big
number one seeded team in the tourna- man on the college level, without Boozer
ment, people picked other teams such as in the game, the opponent can both attack
Maryland and Arizona to win the national the goal with impunity, and post up succhampionship. Of course, in 1998, the cessfully. Further, since Duke does not
undefeated Blue Devils, a team pro- have a great rebounder other than Boozer,
claimed by the pundits as the best team the opponent can get offensive rebounds
college basketball will see for a long time and extra possessions. From the first posto come, lost in the national championship session of the game, the Duke opponent
game to Connecticut. As good as the Blue should make a conscious effort to knock
Devils are, they can be beaten.
Boozer out of the game. They can do this
How can any team beat Duke? How either by spreading the floor and dribble
can a viewer watching a tournament game drive to force Boozer to commit fo uls
know whether a Duke opponent is doing when he comes over to give help, or by
what it needs to do to shock the college putting a big man on Boozer and post him
basketball world? The Insider will pro- up. How important is Boozer to Duke?
vide a checklist of what a team needs to Without him, at least a dozen teams in
do to send the Devils to hell.
America can beat the Dukies.
Third, when Duke is in their half
First, Duke is a good, but not great,
half court team. On the other hand, they court offense, the defense should pack it
are a great fast break team . The Devils . in to take away the dribble drive, and alhave three or more dependable three point low the Blue Devils to shoot relatively
shooters on the floor at all times, and on uncontested 3s. For Duke, the three point
the fast break they always look for the shot in the half court offense is fool' s gold:
wide open three point shot. If the Devils While they lead the nation in three pointdecide to get a lay-up, every player on the ers attempted, they only shoot 37% from
floor is a threat to finish strong. If a team three-point range. Duke's three best
commits turnovers against them, the Blue shooters, Jason Williams, Mike Dunleavy
Devils can rip off a 10-0 run and put a and Chris Duhon all shoot under 40%.
game away in Jess than a minute. To get Furthermore, jump shots are far more acturnovers, Duke employs a number of curate when shot off the transition or off
traps in the backcourt, and tries to speed a pass. If a team forces Duke to shoot
up the game to force opponent turnovers. threes off the dribble, it is conceivable that
To beat Duke, the opponent has to mini- the Blue Devils will shoot the ball at a 30%
mize turnovers, and slow down the pace dip, or even worse. In any event, a team
of play. Besides good point guard play, will be far worse off if it allows Jason Wilwhich is essential against the press, the liams and company to drive the ball, and
opponent has to change its approach in dish it out for open threes.
playing against the press. Typically, playFinally, the opponent has to underers are taught to not only beat the press, stand that in.a tie game against Duke with
but also to punish it. That is, after the of- five minutes to go, the Blue Devils have

BEAT DUKE

at least a 80% chance to win the game because they have by far the best finisher in
college basketball in Jason Williams. Williams is so good that he can be an all-star
in his rookie season in the NBA. Every
time a NBA cellar dweller such as the Bulls
or the Grizzlies win a game, its front office moans in disappointment because
every lottery ball is precious in the quest
to draft Williams. Simply put, the opponent cannot allow Williams to remain
fresh at the end of games. When Duke is
on offense, the opponent must place a
guard on Williams in the backcourt, and
press him all the way up the floor. On
defense, the offense should try to run Williams through every conceivable screen,
and physically beat him up. When Duke
goes into a press defense, it may be helpful to place a big man near mid-court, and
have the ball handler run Williams right
into the screen. Like body punching in
boxi ng, 35 minutes of physical play
against Williams will take his legs away
for the final five minutes. This means
Williams will lose the extra step on his
dribble drive, and lose some of his ability
to elevate on the jump shot. By turning
Williams into a good, rather than great
player in crunch time, the other team at
least has a chance to win the game.
The three teams that have the best
chance to beat Duke are Kansas, Maryland
and Florida. All three teams have excellent point guard play, and premier big
men to get Boozer into foul trouble. All
three teams also have big, quick wing
players who can pose match-up problems
for Dohntay Jones and Mike Dunleavy,
and either set up driving lay-ups or-open
three-point shots for teammates.
Before the final four, the three teams
that have the best chance to shock the
sporting world are Kentucky, USC and
Western Kentucky. I included Western
Kentucky in this list because I can't imagine how Duke can handle Chris Marcus
in a slow-down half court game.

FIGURE SKATING SCANDAL
Last Monday night, audiences
around the world were shocked when a
team of Russians, who made a mistake,
won the gold medal over a Canadian team
that skated without a mistake. Apparent! y, the French judge gave her first place
Continued on page 6
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vote to the Russian team in exchange for
a Russian first place vote during the ice
dancing competition. In one swoop, the
Olympic movement is faced with the
greatest scandal it's faced since a Korean
judge stole boxing gold from Roy Jones
Jr. in the 1988 Olympics. However, the
reality is that four judges other than the
French Judge also voted for the Russian
team. Indeed, how exactly does one distinguish between a team that skated a
more challenging program with one mistake, and a team that skated an easier program flawlessly?
The first reaction to the news is that
ice dancing does not belong as an Olympic sport. Ice dancing is judged based on
the speed of the dance, and the foot work
of the 'athletes.' In other words, unlike
the other disciplines of skating where mistakes are obvious, and jumps are rewarded, ice dancing is judged on a purely
subjective basis. One of the reasons for
the scandal is that if the Russian judge did
unfairly show bias toward the French
team, it would have been impossible to
show that the judge cheated. Simply put,
because ice dancing is judged purely on
artistic merit rather than athletic performance, it is more analogous to ballroom
dancing than a real sport. It does not belong in the Olympics anymore than ballroom dancing belongs in the Olympics.
Second, it is about time for the figure
skating world to recognize that their sport
is about athleticism, rather than some abstract notion of artistry. To avoid scandal
in the future, figure skating should move
to a judging system similar to international gymnastics. Instead of allowing
judges to move their marks up and down
based solely on their impression of the
artistry of the programs, the sport should
be judged simply through the success or
failure of competitors to perform individual skills. The artistic impression score
should be eliminated entirely from the
sport. For both the short program and the
free skate, the sport should develop a list
of required elements that does not push
the athletes to the edge. For example, a
triple-triple combination should not be a
required element in the ladies' competition. If a competitor performs all of the
required elements without a mistake, then
perhaps a score of 5.0 should be given.

20

Outside of the required elements, the competitor should be allowed to incorporate
more difficult elements into the programs
for bonus points. For example, a male
skater may be awarded a 0.4 bonus for
successfully completing a quad-triple
combination. The sport should also develop a list of mandatory deductions, to
be imposed anytime a mistake is made
during a program. Under the proposed
system, a judge can give an exact explanation of how he calculated the score for
a program, and the room for human indiscretion is largely eliminated.
Then again, there is the hope that figure skating keeps the current scoring system, and leaves the sport open for future
scandals. After all, the world will be a
better place when figure skating is no
longer an Olympic sport.

Dear RG
I am very disappointed in Yingtao Ho' s
characterization of women's Olympic ice
hockey on page 9 of the Jan. 27 issue of
the Res Gestae. He is, of course, entitled to
his opinion of the women's game. However, his placement of his unsupported
opinion after analyzing the men's game
seriously for two pages is insulting and
demeaning to women's ice hockey and
women in general. A serious analysis of
the game would have been fine. However,
as everyone has been taught by their paients, if you don't have something nice to
say, don't say it. Especially if you don't
provide any support for your opinion.
Julie Rusczek, 2L, former captain of a
college varsity women's ice hockey team,
women's ice hockey player for 11 years,
and an avid supporter of girls' and
women's ice hockey at all levels.

Big selection,
low prices, and
FREE SHIPPING
on orders over $75!
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Three
Legal
Stooges
by David Boyle
Guilt by association. Having "Dick" as
a first name is not good, but some association, and some guilt, are just natural.
Richard Posner, Richard Epstein and Richard Nixon have more similarities than I
want to think about, including an amazing disregard for discrimination and for
racial minorities, not to mention a lack of
human decency in general. As for the first
of our negative role models for today...
Richard "I Hate the Po" Posner is perhaps most famous for starting the modem, cult-style law-and-economics movement, which has swept over legal
academia like a money-green, or rottingalgae-green, tide for years. This is in part
thanks to, among other things, its corporate backers and its obvious appeal to the
self-interest of future wealthy law students. Classic quips from this 7th Circuit
chief judge include the immortal, "Well,
so what?" when discussing part of the
American Cyanamid case, 916 F.2d 1174,
1182 (1990), in which toxic acrylonitrile
fluid was spilled from a railway car in a
low-income neighborhood; Posner not
only finds against the plaintiffs but
blames the victims for living in the
railyard's neighborhood in the first
place, see id. at 1181.
Of course, Posner is not just some
simple monster (if he is a monster, he is a
complex one); he has come out for some
"progressive" causes, including, to some
extent, gay rights. In fact, part of the tragedy of Posner is that he shows flashes of
real intelligence and sensitivity at times.
For example, his latest book, Public Intellectuals: A Study of Decline (2001), has a
whole chapter on satire and how it may
have literary value although it may not
accurately predict political events of the
future. (For example, George Orwell's
1984 has not come to pass, even in 2002,
and Orwell was not as accurate in his as-

sessment of consumerized sex as was
Aldous Huxley in Brave New World.
Orwell' s totalitarians abolish or
criminalize sex, while Huxley's use sex in
a vulgar, trivialized and mass-produced
form to control people through seduction
and distraction, much like today' s Internet
pornography or, perhaps, less offensively
Britney Spears videos.) Thus, Posner
notes, "there may not be a unique totalitarian position
on
sexual freedom," observinginadclition that
plenty
of
non-atheistic
countries, includingsome
Third World
countries, are
highly repressive of
sexual freedom, even
though they
are not. atheistic
like
Orwell's or
H u xI e y' s
dystopias.
Posner is
not a good
critic of himself, though, nor a good follower of his own preaching. He often descends to amazing and unsupported stereotypes. His book purports to condemn
the vapidity of many public intellectuals
in the media today (good); but guess who
has a vapid, Britney-esque online diary on
Slate right now? That's right, DICK
POS NER.
Check out http:/ I
slate . msn.com/ I
?id=2060621&entry=2060676 for a treat,
including tidbits like: "So, yesterday I had
to work hard, but not to the neglect of my
household responsibilities. They run primarily to our cat, Dinah, and I take them
seriously. But even a celebrity feline (see
Dinah's photograph on Page 79 of the Dec.
10, 2001, issue of The New Yorker) is a lowmaintenance pet." Yo, Dick, shouldn't you
be worrying about innocent people being
framed on Death Row or something instead of telling us about your stupid celebrity cat?

If there is a vapid, worthless public intellectual today, his name is Richard
Posner and he lives on your taxpayer
money in the unfortunate 7'h Circuit, pampering Dinah instead of the poor victims
of the acrylonitrile spill. And you thought
'N Sync was shallow.
Richard "Epic Capitalist Blob" Epstein,
Posner's University of Chicago fellow faculty member, may be even worse. Here
are some neato
outtakes from his
work. In Forbidden

In fact, part of the

tragedy of Posner

Grounds: The Case
Against Employment Discrimination Laws (1992), he

does, at least, admit that the Plessy
decision is a disgrace,buthasacurious solution to
discrimination,
saying that, "Mr.
Herbert Spencer's
Social Statics is just
the right antidote
to Jim Crow," Forbidden Grounds at
99. He is quoting
Oliver Wendell
Holmes' famous
Lochner dissent,
"The Fourteenth
Amendment does not enact Mr. Herbert
Spencer's Social Statics." In other words,
freedom of contract that lets/ makes bakers work over 60 hours per week is invalid,
because little things like health and safety
may be more important than laissez-faire
economics. Epstein's apparent assumption that once openly racist anti-minority
laws like the Jim Crow laws are repealed,
there will be no dangerous private racism
requiring government remedial action is
difficult to support. Certainly, Epstein's
closing screech, "The modem civil rights
laws are a new form of imperialism that
threatens the political liberty and intellectual freedom of us all," Forbidden Grounds
at 505, sounds a trifle paranoid.
I was not able to hear all of his speech
Saturday at the Michigan Law Review's
centennial celebration, at which he was a
guest, but I did hear some unpleasant stuff
about how Michigan, a public school,

is that he shows

flashes Of real in-

telligence and senSitivity at times

continued on page 8
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might be more successful If It acted hke
Chicago, a private school. Well, if Chicago
produced an Epstein, it can't be all that
good. In fact, the school itself may be one
of those dangerous private entities that
disprove Epstein's contention that letting
powerful private parties go unpoliced in
economic transactions is all that's needed
to defeat racism.
But does he really want racism defeated? It was somewhat chilling to read
in his 1995 work, Simple Rules for a Complex World, that " ... some firms, or some
departments within some firms, may find
that homogeneity works toward their advantage. If it does, then they should be
allowed to have their way," id. at p. 177.
So, lily-white racism may be o.k., according to him, if it produces some efficiencies.
Let's not be too human or compassionate
here, o.k., Dick?
Finally, Richard "Not a Crook" Nixon
perhaps needs no
comment. He did
achieve 3rd-in-hisclass status at Duke
Law School, but, as
historian Stephen
Ambrose tells us, he
was so psychotic
about his class standing that he broke into
the Dean's Office to
find out what it was!
He may also have
been schizophrenic,
at least politically.
Nixon said, concerning new economic
opportunities for African Americans, that
he wanted to give
blacks "a piece of the
action," sounding
like a sleazy gambler
or White House
pimp-in-chief while
maybe genuine! y
meaning well, see
Clarence
Page,
"Bush's u-tum on racial goals," at http: I
I www.jewishworld
review. com I 0801 I
page08160l.asp.

However, schizophrenically (or just dishonestly), he used racism against blacks
to win elections, see Richard Tafel, "Southem Strategy Has Bottomed Out," at http: I
I www.ferris.edu/ isar /Institut/ CCC/
southemstrategy.htm: "In 1972, the core
of President Nixon's reelection campaign
was not break-ins and wire-tapping but
rather the 'Southern strategy,' or as the
Nixon team called it, 'positive polarization.' It was about winning over the South
by pitting a singled-out minority, such as
African Americans, against a fearful rnajority, such as angry Southern whites."
"Positive polarization?" Ugh.
As if all this weren't enough, Nixon's
"legal stooge" status was forever cemented in history by his New York disbarment, and by his resignation from the
California and U.S. Supreme Court bars,
following the Watergate scandal.
Clearly, we are dealing with some
messed-up folks here. Posner alone of-

fers an amazing and inadvertent self-critique, by way of his failures, of conventiona! meritocracy: he went to Yale College and then Harvard Law School; he was
President of the Harvard Law Review;
and now he's telling us about his freaking cat over the Internet. So much for the
intellectual benefits of law journal experience.
The men I describe are (or were) real;
they are not a figment ofthe imagination.
Stay away from people like this. Make
sure they are not under your bed when
you go to sleep at night, or crawling in
the window, either. We live in a very dangerous world, you know.
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The Ice Storm
Photos by john Fedynsky

Winter hits the
quad in a fury

The Rant

by A. Garret Hughes and The
Digital
We will begin with an apology. We are
sorry for perpetuating this awful topic,
and we recommend not reading this article. But in the spirit of the NBC Olympics, we are going to dedicate the entire
rant coverage to figure skating, and all of
the glorious human-interest stories that
arise out of it.
The Winter 01 ympics (except for hockey
and downhill skiing) are about foolish
sports that no one you have ever met has
tried before and where medals are won
by people from nations you didn't know
existed. For the sports fan, the Olympics
are sort of an "Expand Your Horizons"
retreat in the Catskills. Curling, the
biathlon, skeleton sledding, etc., are good
times for all. So why does NBC ruin it
with ali-day coverage of the Ice-Charades?
"They just have no expression on their
face, that should definitely hurt their artistic merit scores"- NBC announcer commenting on the Russians. (Actually, as you
can imagine, neither of us saw this live -

our friend Allison relayed this comment
to us.) Are you fucking serious? How can
you call yourself a "sport" when facial
expressions are an integral factor in determining who wins?
But of course, IT IS NOT A SPORT. Yes;
it takes athleticism. No, we can't do it.
But is ballet a sport? Is helping your friend
move a sport? Never forget, people who
DON"T LIKE SPORTS like watching figure skating. It's not a sport. The nutcracker on ice is not a sport. Saturday Free
Skate at Yost is not a sport. The Winter
Olympics should be about sports.
Isn't it great that both the Russians and
Canadians got gold medals? On Friday,
we were celebrating the announcement
that Charlie Batch got cut from the Lions
when our Michigan State housemate Jake
walked in and declared, "Yeah guys, I
heard that the Canadians got gold medals, too." Jake is a red-loving communist.
And folks, what do we call it when two
participants in an event both get first
place? Communism. Seeing a pattern
here?
Or was it really a tie? That would be
swell, we can all have fun kissing our sis-

ters now. If the Canadian "duo" (notice
we didn't say "team") actually won, then
switch the medals! That's not only more
fair, but much easier and cheaper to administer. What would we be willing to
do if figure skating was banned from television, and we would NEVER HAVE TO
WATCH FIGURE SKATING AGAIN? To
avoid seeing this HOBBY ever again, A.
Garrett Hughes would be willing to take
Jurisdiction over again. (He probably
should anyway.) The Digital would take
a pitching wedge to the stomach. (He
probably should anyway.)
Finally, we must consider that awful
French Judge - you know, the one with
that lovely dead raccoon around her neck.
The French taking orders from the Russians. But what else would you expect
from such a strong-willed nation?
THANKS FIGURE SKATING!!! Thanks
for letting the French, the Canadians, and
the Russians ruin four days of our Winter
Olympics watching! We can only hope
that LeClair, Modano, Leetch, Guerin and
the gang can save the final week for us.
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Fresh,
Hot
DVDs

by Russell Krauter
Last week, I finally decided to buy a
DVD player. I know, it's far from cutting
edge anymore, but I was nonetheless
thrilled with my purchase. In order to
celebrate, I rented four movies from the
DVD section at Blockbuster. I learned a
sad lesson, however. DVD players are
great for those rare movies you adore, but
for the rest, there is no advantage except
the lack of previews. It's a scuzy Saturday night and you decide to rent The Animal. Do you real! y want to get all the way
through it and then play it again with the
director's commentary? I hope not. Perhaps I just don't love movies that much.
Curse of the Jade Scorpion - People
seem to fall into three categories when it
comes to Woody Allen: those that are thoroughly disgusted by him due to his general nasty behavior and refuse to
see anything he
makes; those that,
despite his indiscretions, believe
that his newer
films have some
merit; and those,
like me, who admire his early
work so much that
they will watch his newer stuff although
it tends to be strikingly unfunny. I rented
this movie because I had heard it was one
of his better recent films. Unfortunately,
it didn't live up to my low expectations.
Allen plays a not-too-likable womanizing
insurance company detective who gets
hypnotized at a club and unconsciously
commits burglaries. It is set in 1940, which
seems to be Allen's golden age. The most
serious problem with the film, the one that
makes it almost unwatchable, is Allen's
pursuit of young women. I have extreme
difficulty believing twenty-something
women would ever be receptive to the

advances of a shriveled whiny detective
three or four times their age. Maybe I just
can't suspend my disbelief that much.
Allen really needs to start consistently
casting other people for the leads in his
movies. Needless to say, I had a hard time
getting through the film so the features of
DVD were lost on me.
Hedwig and the Angry Inch - If you
don't mind musicals, this is simply a terrific movie. To its credit, the songs are
great and the acting, from a cast of barely
known actors, is
phenomenal. The
film is the very
tragic tale of an East
German
born
rocker. In order to
marry her American soldier boyfriend, she received
an inadequate sex
change (she was previously male) and
then moved into a trailer. Her man found
greener pastures and moved on. Hedwig
subsequently found love with a young
man and together they wrote several
songs. True to the tragic theme of the
story, the young man abandons her and
uses their songs to achieve fame. Hedwig,
with her band, then follows his tour
around the country, playing near wherever he does. A simple recitation of the
plot does not come close to capturing the
beauty and tragedy of the story. The depth
of the longing and hurt expressed makes
the movie fantastic. Oddly, the film was
presented as a pure comedy in the trailer
included on the DVD. True, it does have
comedic moments, but they are much
darker than the trailer led me to expect.
The Anniversary Party- This film centers on the personal tragedies of a writer
and his actress
wife. The setting is a Hollywood party in
the couple's
posh home. Despite the fact
that the film is
literally jammed
with
namebrand talent, it is
completely unsatisfying. The Hollywood atmosphere

and culture presented is so strong it is difficult to see how it could be related to by
anyone not immersed in it. It is difficult
to have sympathy for the suffering of the
rich and famous in general, and it is even
harder when they are not at all likable. It
isn't easy to feel sorry for the aging actress who has lost her edge and her somewhat estranged writer husband who is
grappling with the torments of success,
both of whom are very self-absorbed. The
movie just seems to have a very small target audience. I would sooner recommend
Curse of the Jade Scorpion than this wandering, sloppy monstrosity.
Wet, Hot American Summer - Also a
star jammed film, this movie is one of the
funniest I've seen in a while. It is sort of a
spoof on early eighties teen comedies.
~-~..,.::;....'%.~.~ .. Evenifyouhaven't
· seen many movies
. in that genre, it is
still very enjoyable.
The action all takes
place on the last
day of camp, when
a geeky boy tries to
win the love of a
beautiful counselor. The subplots
are integrated well and are detailed so that
you feel that you should see it twice to
absorb it all, including such storylines as
the successful deflection of a falling chunk
of space debris by the nerdy kids. It is
difficult to express the tone of the film, but
suffice it to say it is one of the most original comedies of the year. I highly recommend it.
Therefore, buy a DVD player if you'd
like. The picture quality is generally better, but don't believe the industry hype
about the special features of the medium.
If you're just a casual renter of movies, a
VCR might work better; the tapes don't
scratch and modem tracking is farily good
at correcting jumpy pictures. Rental
DVDs with only a tiny scratch can render
a rented movie unwatchable. If, however,
you're a serious movie buff, buy the
player, a few of your favorite movies, pop
some popcorn (or buy the greasy, fattening snack food of your choice) and dig into
the director's commentary.

